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Abstract—Infrastructure sharing has been a growing topic of
interest in the context of the fifth generation of cellular technology
(5G). With the expected Ultra-Dense Networks (UDN), which
will lead to a relevant increase in the number of sites, concerns
regarding the availability of space for new towers and masts in
city centers arise. Also, the capacity of mobile network operators
to handle the costs of these networks by themselves assuring the
return of investment is put to the test. Neutral hosts appear as a
promising solution to this challenge; however, it can be a complex
business model. This paper proposes a mathematical model for
calculating the benefits of infrastructure sharing, including the
scenario with a neutral host, aiming at applying it to a tool-
based framework which compares it to other sharing strategies,
suggesting the best alternative from the financial perspective.
Preliminary results show that sharing with a neutral host can
increase savings in comparison to other passive sharing strategies;
however, this advantage seems to hold only for a certain range
of market share of the involved operators, being also affected by
the amount of overlap of the desired infrastructures.

I. MOTIVATION

The new generation of cellular communications, 5G, is

designed to respond to three different performance scenar-

ios: enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), ultra-reliable low

latency communications (URLLC) and massive machine type

communications (mMTC), according to The 5G Infrastructure

Public Private Partnership (5GPP) [1]. Current networks are

not ready to handle this traffic heterogeneity, the reason why

new solutions must be proposed [2]. An approach for eMBB

that has gained attention is network densification with the

deployment of small cells [3], forming ultra-dense networks

(UDNs).

Implementing 5G UDNs can be a very challenging task.

This type of network is usually necessary to increase capacity

in already crowded spaces as it is the case for dense city

centers. In this context, mobile network operators (MNOs)

probably deal with lack of space for the infrastructure, absence

of electricity, and even fiber unavailability for back-hauling

[4]. Also, with the decreasing tendency of revenues per bits

of the later years [1], investing in network expansion to attend

demand could be a burden to MNOs, especially to those with

smaller portions of the market share (MS).

Infrastructure sharing appears as a solution for the lack of

available resources (e.g. space and energy), and risks related

to expansion costs. It consists of an agreement of two or

more operators to mutually exploit existing or new network

infrastructure, while fairly splitting deployment costs. Shared

assets can be passive or active, depending on the resolved deal

among involved partners.

A particularly interesting approach for sharing [4] for the

special case of UDNs is sharing through a neutral host (NH).

A neutral host is generally a third party, which offers its

infrastructure for the benefit of multiple operators or any

interested stakeholders. It shows to be promising in the context

of dense networks especially because of the space-related

issues, as it proposes a single network to attend the demand

of multiple carriers.

In the context of 5G, more attention should be given to

service differentiation and in [5], it is even possible to see a

separation between the infrastructure and service provision on

the services architecture imagined for the next generation. This

raises the question as to whether an operator will continue to

play both roles in the next few years.

Business models already including an NH appear in [4],[6],

and given its rising importance, it will also be the topic of

interest in this research. The framework idea that appears

in [7] is used as the foundation of the study. The neutral

host scenario is chosen as the infrastructure sharing strategy

and compared to passive site sharing between, with varying

combinations of MNOs. The addition of the neutral host model

and the comparison of this type of infrastructure sharing to

other passive sharing approaches is the main contribution of

this work since the benefits of NH are rarely compared to other

infrastructure sharing strategies in literature. Vila Olı́mpia

region in São Paulo is chosen as a case of study to test our

approach. As a business center of one of the biggest metropolis

in the world, it is expected to develop multiple UDNs in a

crowded scenario, where infrastructure resources are a scarce -

a perfect fit for infrastructure sharing, especially with a neutral

host.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces the

neutral host figure approach. Section III presents a complete

framework used for evaluation of sharing through a neutral

host business model and section IV shows the results of the

analysis. Section V discusses preliminary results and suggests

next steps.

II. NEUTRAL HOST

A neutral host is a business model (BM) that consists of

a third party acting as owner, operator, and maintainer of a

unique network infrastructure designed to attend the needs of
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multiple operators. This BM is generally adopted to resolve

poor wireless coverage and capacity inside large venues or

other busy locations, as it is the case for ultra-dense networks

[3].

The greatest advantage of a neutral host is the fact that its

main service is the infrastructure itself, which means that its

only goal is to distribute the fixed costs of installations over as

many operators as possible, in contrast to MNOs, which use

them to seek competitive advantage among each other [10].

In addition, when only a single network is built, wastage of

resources is avoided and space is used optimally, reasons why

it is mostly used for UDNs.

Although very beneficial, neutral hosts business models can

also be very challenging, especially when active resources of

the network are also shared. In this case, spectrum concerns are

raised and regulation might appear as an obstacle to allowing

their implementation [3].

In this paper, our focus is given to passive infrastructure

sharing only and the impacts of different operator market

shares and area overlap are evaluated. The next section in-

troduces the framework utilized for performing this study.

III. SOLUTION APPROACH: A FRAMEWORK

This Section introduces our solution approach for evaluating

the best fit for infrastructure sharing: a framework to dimen-

sion the network and to calculate resulting costs depending on

the sharing approach. This framework idea appeared in [7], but

now much detail was given to the Neutral Host model, neither,

it is possible to test different combinations of partnerships

among operators, varying the number of involved MNOs.

Finally, the model did not took into consideration the market

share of the MNOs to define the fair contribution of each to a

sharing deal nor a very important technical condition for joint

dimensioning, which is the overlap of the coverage area. The

approach taken in this study fills these gaps and its structure

is presented in Figure 1.

As Figure 1 shows, the first step of the framework is to

dimension the required network - RND in the figure, meaning

radio network dimensioning - to attend the coverage and

capacity requirements. Those criteria are calculated operator-

wise. To perform RND, we used the simulator found in [15]

which gives the number of macrocells and microcells as an

output for one MNO at a time, something we intend to modify

in the future.

The next step is to calculate the possibilities for sharing

considering deals among MNOs. The ”No sharing” block

results are used as a baseline for calculating the savings,

reason why those blocks are connected in the framework. Is

is possible to see that multiple databases appear in Figure

1. They add to the framework the current situation of the

infrastructure (if necessary), the expected demand, and finally

the infrastructure costs found in [7]. Also, the path loss

characteristics of section used for RND assume particular

values in the context of 5G, the reason why the document

”5G specifications” [7] is highlighted.

Savings/km2 obtained from sharing infrastructure are cal-

culated. It is assumed that an operator shares with 1 to K

operators (K being the total amount of MNOs in a giver

region) and when all the operators agree on a single contract

for sharing infrastructure, we consider this to be the scope of

the neutral host.

The last block is exactly the update on savings where the

costs model for sharing is replaced for the NH model. This step

is necessary to assure that replacing a model of sharing among

all MNOs by a neutral host is really safe; also, depending

on the costs model presented by this third party offering

infrastructure might be even more advantegous. The specifics

of this block are under development at this moment, so we

focus on modelling savings for the regular sharing approach.

For setting a sharing deal, some attributes must be consid-

ered. First it is necessary to understand whether an MNO will

share macro or microcells. Macrocells are applied to attend

coverage demands, being therefore related to the area where

the MNO will install its infrastructure. Considering infrastruc-

ture sharing, two operators will only share macrocells when

their areas of coverage overlap. So we define a coefficient λ
to represent this amount, as in equation (1):

lambdak =
Area(CK,S)∑
sArea(MNOs)

(1)

in which s represents the infrastructure sharing strategy

index and k the MNO. Considering K MNOs involved in

the deal, it can be assumed that 2(K − 1) different combi-

nations from 1 to K sets of MNOs are available [17]. This

combinations are represented by CK,S and the combined area

of these MNOs appear on the numerator as Area(CK,S).
On the denominator, we find the sum of the areas of the

MNOk participating on the sharing deal. Finally, λ represents

therefore overlapped area related to the total area of the MNOs

involved on the agreement, considering that only that partial

amount of the infrastructure should be shared.

For the case of microcells, they are usually applied to solve

capacity issues [12]. being therefore related to the market share

of an MNO in a given area. To decide the portion of these

cells that should be shared, we define a coefficient γ, given

by equation (2).

gammak =
μkArea(CK,S)∑
sArea(ωsMNOs)

(2)

In equation , μk represents the market share of operator k.

It calculates the number of users from operator k that area

inside of the overlapped area and provides the fair portion of

the costs that should be attributed to operator K in case of

a sharing deal S. Given this equation and , we estimate the

infrastructure costs as in (3):
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Fig. 1. Neutral Host Framework

CostsMNOk
= λk ∗ UnitCostsmacrocells

∗ Infrashared+
γ ∗ UnitCostsmicrocells ∗ Infrashared+
UnitCostsmacrocells ∗ Infranotshared

+

UnitCostsmicrocells ∗ Infranotshared

(3)

IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

A. Vila Olimpia Region

Vila Olimpia is a financial center in the city of São Paulo

in Brazil. It is composed of a large business area but also of a

residential quarter. It was chosen as a scenario for illustrating

UDNs due to its characteristics of high population density

and relevant economic development, matching the criteria for

dense 5G networks.

The infrastructure required for this area is calculated by

means of the simulator found in [15]. Users are considered to

be uniformly distributed in the area. Table I shows the results:

TABLE I. RADIO NETWORK DIMENSIONING 
RESULTS

Site Amount Site Amount
Macrocell (3.5 GHz) 1 Microcell (26 GHz) 3

As seen in Fig. 1, some inputs are required to evaluate 
the capacity and coverage needs, they appear in the form of 
a document in this figure. Parameters used on the simulation 
are found in Table II.

TABLE II. REGION AND NETWORK 
FEATURES

Street width 10 m Indoor users 70 %
Macro station height 30 m Building heights 10 m

Area 2.1 km2

This information will serve as input for calculating the

benefits of sharing strategies in the later Sections.

B. Results for Two Operators

In this section we present the results of applying the frame-

work to a scenario of two MNOs considering the geographic

data from Vila Olimpia as a base case to illustrate the costs

behaviour with (a) market share and with (b) area overlap.

Fig. 2 show the results of varying market share, showing 
three scenarios: equal area overlap, greater portion of area of 
MNO A overlapped with area of MNO B, greater portion of 
area of MNO B overlapped with area of MNO A.

Fig. 2. Savings Behaviour with Market Share - From left to right: equal
overlapped area, greater overlap in A, greater overlap in B

It is possible to observe that when both areas are equal, the

savings range varies among a greater interval, if compared to

the interval of variation for different areas. On the other hand,

if areas differ, the common saving when market shares are

equal is greater than for the symmetrical case.

Fig. 3 show the results of varying area, keeping the 
market share static.

When market share is kept static, for the same overlap there

is obviously the same gain. When overlap increases, the MNO

with lower market share is more benefited since it pays for a

smaller portion both of the microcell and infrastructure.
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Fig. 3. Savings Behaviour with Overlap - From left to right: equal market
share, greater A market share, greater B market share

The results in 2 are directly related to the microcells while

the results in 2 are more related to macro cells. We see that the

main cost component is the later, since sharing it can result in

more savings than comparing to the microcells. This is because

usually, this infrastructure is more costy [13].

Assuming that a deal with both MNOs would be suitable

for a neutral host, we conclude that the deal can benefit

one operator more than the other. However, it always brings

savings, so the first insight would be that this deal will always

be a good business model.

In the next section, we present the results for the study case

in Vila Olimpia, checking whether this would be the same for

a larger number of MNOs.

C. Results for Vila Olimpia Case of Study

The case of study in Vila Olimpia contemplates four MNOs

sharing the greatest portion of the cellular communications

market. They are referred to as operator A, B, C, and D. Their

market share is shown in Table III for the city of São Paulo.

These values were extracted from the brazilia regulatory body

website.

TABLE III. MNOS MARKET SHARE IN S 
˜AO PAULO

Operator Market Share
MNO A 42.7 %
MNO B 24.2 %
MNO C 22.5 %
MNO D 9.3 %

Applying equations 1-3 for calculating the costs and calcu-

lating the savings using the baseline as a reference, we get the

results of IV.

Once again, the strategy that brought the highest benefit was

the Neutral Host. On the other hand, the difference among

other strategies is not expressive, and maybe if the areas

TABLE IV. SAVINGS FROM MULTIPLE SHARING 
STRATEGIES

Share Strategy 2 MNOs 3 MNOs 4 MNOs (NH)
MNO A 48.62 % 53.69 % 56.21%
MNO B 44.47 % 49.10 % 51.42 %
MNO C 44.03 % 48.62 % 50.91 %
MNO D 40.11 % 44.28 % 46.37 %

overlap is changed for one or more MNOs and therefore the

market share varied, different results are collected. Also, we

see that the expected behaviour of benefits vs market share

does not repeat what was seen for two MNOs in Figure 2,

rather the opposite, since the MNO with the lowest market

share is actually the one which collects least savings with

sharing.

Considering these insights, one might find that the neutral

host is not the stage of equilibrium for the sharing agreement,

nor that the same behaviour always applies to market share

vs savings and area overlap vs savings, it depends on both. In

the continuity of this work, this topic will be further explored

with more attention given to this issue, with the aid of game

theory tools.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a framework for calculating network costs with

different approaches for network sharing deployment is shown,

giving as output the resulting expenditures by MNO involved

in the sharing agreements. A scenario of even distribution of

users was chosen.

The study considered that a sharing agreement among all

MNOs in a given region should be replaced by a neutral host

and results suggests that this business model may not always

be the best fit to all MNOs.

The analysis was focused on the financial aspects of passive

infrastructure sharing; however, technical and regulatory per-

spectives of this strategy are also of main importance. Also,

even distribution of users is not always the real case for sharing

agreements. In addition, active infrastructure sharing is of great

importance in the context of 5G. We suggest these topics

should be included in future works.
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